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INTRODUCTION 
One of the important problems, after the classification of the afline (or 
Euclidean) Lie algebras [6, 171, is the study of the structure of their standard 
modules. These modules were introduced by Kac [7]. The existence of 
explicit constructions of some nontrivial standard modules is one of the most 
interesting features of the representation theory of affme Lie algebras. The 
first such construction of the basic module (the “simplest” standard module) 
was discovered by Leposwsky and Wilson [ 1 l] and it has been generalized 
in [9] to all the afftne Lie algebras of ADE type. Frenkel and Kac [4] and 
Segal [ 181 have given another construction of the same standard modules of 
the affine Lie algebras of ADE type. The fact that the basic module remains 
irreducible under a suitably chosen Heisenberg subalgebra (resp., under a 
suitably chosen Heisenberg system) is crucial to these constructions. The 
general standard module of an arbitrary affme Lie algebra does not admit 
similar construction. 
Using the spin module, Frenkel [2, 31 and Kac and Peterson [8] have 
given constructions of some standard modules of orthogonal afftne Lie 
algebras. 
In [ 151 and in this paper, we start a project to give explicit constructions 
of all level one standard modules (hence of all fundamental modules) of 
symplectic affine Lie algebras. This work was motivated by the observation 
that the principally specialized characters of these modules differ by a simple 
factor from the generalized Rogers-Ramanujan identities due to Gordon, 
Andrews and Bressoud; cf. [ 131. In particular, we give explicit constructions 
of all level one standard modules of C$‘) and C\“. 
We are thankful to J. Lepowsky and R. L. Wilson for communicating 
their ideas (see also [ 141) which have enabled us to give another new proof 
of the classical Rogers-Ramanujan identities using the level one standard 
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modules of C$“. Other Lie theoretic proofs of these identities are also known 
(I139 14, 161). 
1. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 
We will follow the notation of [ 161, to which the reader is referred for 
more details. Let L be an affine (or Euclidean) Kac-Moody Lie algebra 
[6, 171 over the field of complex numbers C with canonical generators 
e,,A, hi, i= 0, 1, 2 ,..., 1. The principal gradation of L is defined by the con- 
ditions: 
deg e, = 1 = -degJ, deg hi = 0; i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 1. 
Let z (normalized as in [9]) span the center of L, and let rc: L --) L/Gz denote 
the canonical map. Set 
I 
e=Ce, and 5 = 7c- ‘(7r(L)n(e)), 
i=O 
where the superscript denotes centralizer. The subalgebra 5 is called theprin- 
cipal Heisenberg subalgebra of L. 
The principal gradation of L induces in the natural way a gradation 
u(L) = OjeH Uj of the universal enveloping algebra of L. An L-module is 
said to be of level k E C if z acts as the scalar k on it. A highest weight 
vector in an L-module is a nonzero vector annihilated by e,, e, ,..., e, and 
whose span is preserved by ho, h, ,..., h,. Let V be a graded highest weight L- 
module, i.e., an L-module generated by a highest weight vector, say vo, such 
that the sum s..+. Vwj, where Vj = Uj . vo, is direct. This defines the prin- 
cipal gradation of V. The standard L-modules, i.e., the irreducible L-modules 
with dominant highest weight [7], are graded highest weight modules. 
Furthermore, for a fixed highest weight the standard L-module is uniquely 
determined (cf. [lo]). 
For a standard L-module V define the character of V to be the formal 
power series 
X(V) = ,Fo (dim V-j> s’ 
in the indeterminate q. If W is a graded subspace of V (i.e., W = @j>o W-j> 
where WPj = W n Vej) and Y is a graded subspace of W, then W/Y has an 
obvious gradation. In particular, x(w) and x(W/Y) are defined. Characters 
associated with the principal gradation are called principally specialized 
characters. These principally specialized characters of standard modules 
have known product expansions (cf. [ 10; 161). 
Denote by B + the subalgebra @j>o , 5. of s and by p the subalgebra 
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@z 0 s+. For the standard module V, denote by 0(V) (or by J2, if there is 
no confusion) its vacuum space with respect to 5, 
.n(v)= {VE bqs+ * v=O), 
which is graded. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (cf. [ 131). Let k E C* and V be a standard L-module 
of level k. Then the map 
f: ws> O,,,) .n(Jf) + v 
U@W~U~W 
(u E U(5), w E .n(V) is an s-module isomorphism. 
Define the completion C(v) of V to be the vector space n,,, VPj and the 
completion C(L) of L to be the vector space njez Lj, with respect to the 
principal gradation. Observe that L acts on C(v), and every element of C(L) 
may be viewed as a linear operator from V to C(V). 
Now we specialize to the case L = A&‘_, , n > 2. It is known (cf. [ 161) 
that A:‘,‘_, = sI(2n, C) 0 @[t, t-‘1 @ Gz has basis 
{z, Bi, Xjm) 1 i, j E L; if 0 (mod 2n), m = 1,2 ,..., 2n - 1) 
where 
Xjm) = D”Ej @ t’ and B,=E’@t’ 
D = diag(e, s2 ,..., Ebb-‘, E”’ = l), E is a primitive (2n)th root of unity and 
E = (ai’,j- ,)frj= 1) i’ denoting i reduced modulo 2n. 
Furthermore, the principally graded Heisenberg subalgebra s of A $‘,‘-, has 
the basis (cf. [ 161) 
(z,BiIifO(mod2n)} 
with deg Bi = i and [Bi, Bj] = Bi+j,Oiz. 
Now let I/ be a standard A!‘,‘- ,-module of level k E G *. For an indeter- 
minate [ and m = 1, 2,..., 2n - 1, define the operators 
E&,&=exp (* z. (“y;- 1) [*iB,i) 
i&O(mod2n) 
and 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
Then for i & 0 (mod 2n) and m = 1,2 2n - ,..., 1, we have ([ 16, Lemma 2.11) 
[Bi,X’“‘([)] = (emi - 1) [-iX(m)(c). (1.3) 
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Furthermore, if V is of level one with highest weight hi* then it is known ([9, 
pp. 101-1051) that on V we have 
X(YO = c~‘(E,,,,(r))-‘(E:,,,,(r))-’ (1.4) 
for m = 1, 2 ,..., 2n - 1, where 
CZ’ = &yD”) = E(i+ l)m/(&m - 1). 
But from the definitions it follows that, for m = 1, 2,..., 2n - 1, 
(E :m, JO)-’ =E:-,,d-“‘0 
where (-m) denotes the inverse of m in the additive group ZcZnI. 
2. STANDARD C(l)-MODULES n 
We start with a concrete realization of C, . (‘) Consider the automorphism 
8: a k-+ -ba’b - 1 
of sI(2n, C), where b = ((-l)‘+’ 8i,zn-j+l)i2,rf.=, and a’ denotes the transpose 
of a. Extend this to an automorphism of A i’,‘-, = 51(2n, C) 0 C [t, t-’ ] 0 Cz, 
again denoted by 6, by defining 
and 
e(x @ t’) = e(x) @ t’, for all x E sI(2n, C) 
O(z) = z. 
Observe that 
(2.1) 
and 
&q!“‘) = -(-q-l E-+Qy (2.2) 
for jE L, m = 1, 2 ,..., 2n - 1, where (-m) in the superscript denotes the 
. . . 
additive inverse of m m ZcZn). The following proposition is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 in [9]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [9]. The set 
(z, Bi, J!;“” 1 i, j E Z, i odd, m = 1, 2 ,..., n} 
where 
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forms a basis of the afine Lie algebra C, (I’. Furthermore, the subalgebra t of 
C”’ with basis n 
{z, Bi 1 i odd, i E L } 
(and with deg Bi= i and [Bi, Bj] = ai+jSOiz) is a principally graded 
Heisenberg subalgebra. 
Let V be a graded highest weight CL” -module of level k, generated by the 
highest weight vector uO. Observe that Cy ’ acts on the completion C(V), and 
every element of the completion of Cy’ may be viewed as linear operator 
from V to C(V). 
For an indeterminate [ and m = 1, 2,..., n, define the operators 
p(m)(g= x cjy!m). 
J 
.ieZ 
It follows from (2.2) and Proposition 2.1 that 
,pyg = ~{X(m)(~) - &mX’-m)(-&-m~)} (2.3) 
where (-m) in the superscript denotes the additive inverse of m in Eczn’. 
Hence, using (1.3) we have 
[Bj, ,p(“‘([)] = (Pi - 1) [-‘,y;/‘“‘([) (2.4) 
for m = 1, 2,..., n, and all odd i E L. For an indeterminate [, now define the 
operators 
and 
where “exp” denotes the formal exponential series and m = 1, 2,..., n. Let 
where Zjm’ E End(V) is the homogeneous component (in the obvious sense) 
of degree j of Z$‘(c). Denote by zV (or 2) [ 121 the subalgebra of End(V) 
generated by 
{Zj”’ jj E L, m = 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
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Then ([ 12, Proposition 61) the algebra B centralizes the action of t on V. In 
particular, Z preserves the vacuum space a(V) of V with respect to t. 
Define the Z-filtration [ 121 of Q = Q(V) 
()=&‘I s.@Ol cQ[‘l c . . . cQ - 
by the condition that for all r > 0, Grrl is the span of all the elements 
Xl& a.. xj - vo, 0 <j < r, where each xi is one of the Zjm’ (j E L, 
m = 1, 2,..., n). Then ([ 12, Proposition 91) R = 3 . v. and 
,@) = c ~(.f2”‘/l2n”-“). (2.7) 
r>0 
For an indeterminate C, define 
I odd 
Note that we have used standard formal power series notation for the 
exponential series; we shall also use the log and binomial series. The 
following proposition can easily be proved using Proposition 2.8 in [ 161 and 
Eq. (2.3). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (,, & be two commuting indeterminates. For 
m, I= 1, 2 ,..., n, we have 
/ 
- q zDS(-[) - q cq-g(B(r,) - B(E -Y,)) 
+ + d(PC) jPrn’(C2) - ; 4E -Y) jPwY2), 
if m=l and m+l<n; 
(C2) -; cq-Y) jP+‘)(~*c2) 
if m#l, m<l and m+l<n; 
z~+3 + 24-C) B(C,), 
if m=l=n; 
where [ denotes C, /C2. 
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Observe that, for an indeterminate [, we have 
I odd 
(2.8) 
Also note that on a level r module z acts as multiplication by r. Using (2.4), 
(2.5), (2.8) and the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula [5] one can prove 
the following lemma by an argument similar to that in the proof of 
Lemma 2.3 in [ 161. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let [,, [, be two commuting indeterminates. Then on a 
graded highest weight Cr’-module of level r E C*, we have for 
m, 1 = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
(a> F(k m, k 6, CA $+“‘<L> ~;,k,(C2) = ~;,k,(C2) ~/‘“‘W7 
(b) F(k m, k C, , C,) 8’ :,,k,<C,> ‘v%*) = W”‘(i2) qtl,k,(CA 
Cc> 5kkdCJ Cik,K2) = ?ik&) ~&,k,(L)P(k; my 1; 6, 52WkT 
so, in particular, when r = k we have 
~~,k,KJ g;,k)(C2) = G,,,G2) G,,k,(L> W; my k 4 5 t;,), 
where, writing [for [,/&, 
\ (1 -{)(l +&‘r)(l +E-mr)(l-&‘-mr)j”2k 
F(k;m3z;L95J= / (1 +[)(I -s’[)(l-&-y)(l +pgj * 
THEOREM 2.4. Let V be a graded highest weight C’,“-module of level k, 
and <, , & be two commuting indeterminates. Then on V, for m, I= 1, 2 ,..., It, 
we have 
f k 
--& 
2 m pni + + z;:;“yr,> x (fY)j jel 
1 -- 
2 
Z$yErn&) x (E -y)-( 
jeh 
if m=l and m+l<n; 
= (+)+I) (C2) x (&‘[)j - + z $+y&y2) x (&-yY’ 
jar .ieI 
1 
- - EmZ~:;y~*) ,Tz (-&‘-y)j + +mZ;:;my-m(2) 1 (-Lg’, 
2 jeh 
if m#l,m<l and m+l<n; 
k 1 j(-[)j, if m=l=n; 
jeh 
where [ denotes t;,/r, and F(k; m, I; c,, t;,) is as defined in Lemma 2.3. 
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When m = I and m + I < n, using Lemma 2.7 in [ 161 and Proposition 2.2, 
the right-hand side of (*) becomes 
= - $ zm-0 ~,,k,(CJ ~,,,,K*> ~&z,,,(L) fq?d*) 
- $4-0 cn,/m 6i-n,,,(C*) 
x VWJ - B(E-mc*)) Gn,,,(C,) 6Lk)(CJ 
+ + q&*i) q&&) &J-n,,,(~*) p**w q&m Gn,k,(M 
= - G zDs(-c) + $6(-c)(qc,) - w -mr2)) 
since z acts on V as multiplication by k and since 
and &C,k,(~-mC2) 3%dC2> = ~~m,k,(~2).Th e rest of the theorem follows 
from Lemma 2.7 in [ 161 and Proposition 2.2 in a similar way. m 
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For two commuting indeterminates cl and &, define the numbers 
1 = a,, a,, u2 )... by the expansion 
(2.10) 
where F(k; m, 1; s-‘cr, &) is as defined in Lemma 2.3. Now using (2.10) and 
equating coeffkients of all the monomials ~~~~(r,s E Z) on both sides of 
(2.8) Theorem 2.4 can be reformulated as: 
THEOREM 2.5. On the graded highest weight Cy’-module V of level k, 
for all r, s E Z and m, 1= 1, 2 ,..., n, we have 
x aj(Eljzp.z~;j - pj~;l)~z;y)) 
I>0 
-G cmr(-1)’ 6,+,,, + + (Em’ - Ems) zY+“,‘, 
if m=l and mSl<n; 
= ; (cl’ - &my z;“,f” + &-“S - c’r) &-“‘(-I) r z;y;‘, 
if mfl, m<l and m+l<n; 
W-1)’ &+s,oy if m=l=n; (2.11) 
where uo, a,, a2 ,... are defined by (2.10). 
From now on the identities (2.11) ( or equivalently, (2.9)) will be called 
the generalized commutator identities (or generalized commutation relations) 
for Cf’ (cf. [ 141). Observe that these identities involve formal infinite sums 
of endomorphisms of V, and each such sum acts as a well-defined 
endomorphism of V since the grading of V is truncated from above. 
Now we will specialize to the case when V is a standard Cy’-module of 
level one. Let e, ,A, hi, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 2n - 1, be the canonical generators of 
A(‘) 2n-, and let 
eh = e,, s :, =fo, hl, = ho, 
ef = e, + e2n-i, S I =.fJ +f2n-i, hf = hi + h2n-i 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, and 
e; = e,, f:,=f,, h:,= h,. 
Then [9], e;,f;,h[,i=O, 1, 2 ,..., n, are canonical generators of Cy’. Let Wi 
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be the standard A!‘,‘- i -module with highest weight hiY;, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, and 
highest weight vector uO. Recall that Cr’ is a subalgebra of A i’,‘- r . Consider 
the Cy’-module generated by vO. Denote it by Vi. Since f T a u0 = 0, for 
some m, and since [&J&-~] = 0, for i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, it follows that 
j-i’. u. = 0, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
for i,j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
12, for some integer r. Also note that h,*(h;) = 6i,j, 
n. Hence it is clear that Vi is the standard Cr’-module 
with highest weight hi * and highest weight vector vO. From here on, for 
convenience, we will denote the operator Zig’, E:,,,,([) and at,,,,([) by 
Zcm’([), E&,(5) and k?‘&,(c), respectively. 
Let VE Wi. It follows from (l.l), (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (2.1) and (2.5) that 
for an indeterminate [, and m = 1, 2 ,..., 2n - 1, we have 
X’“‘([). u = E~-m)(E-mr)~:_m)(&-mr) * u (2.12) 
and 
exyg * u = 
E(2n-it l)m 
EM- 1 ~;,,WmC) ew(P,(O) 
x exp(-Q,(C)) ~,?,,W*O . 2, (2.13) 
where 
and 
P,(C) =r (l - ‘“j> c-jB_, 
j J 
(2.14) 
j  
Q 
m 
([) = r Cl - ‘-“j) CjB, 
J (2.15) 
j .i 
with j running through the even positive integers f 0 (mod 2n). 
Now it follows from (2.12), (2.13) and Proposition 2.1 that, for 
m = 1, 2,..., n 
+ cim w(f',,,(O) ew(-Q,(C)>1 8,tm,(~-mC) a u (2.16) 
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for all v E Wj, hence for all u E Vi. Hence it follows from (2.6) that, for 
m = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
.P)(4> . v = t ,(,"~ 1) ) {eim ew(--P,(C)) exp(Q,(C)) 
+ cim ev(~,,,(O) ew(-Q,&))l . u. (2.17) 
Since &Zn = 1, E” = -1, looking at the homogeneous components in (2.17) it 
is now clear that on W;, we have 
Z!m’ = 0 
J 2 for allj odd and m = 1, 2,..., n 
Z!“’ = 0 
J for allj # 0 
zb”’ = f(-l)i. 
(2.18) 
Furthermore, using (2.17) one can easily see that for Y = 1, 2,..., II - 1, on 
Wi, we also have 
p-q) = 
i 
(-w - 1) z”‘(E’o 
&‘(E’ + 1) 1 
so that equating the homogeneous components we get 
p-r' = 
J t 
(-l)i(Er - '> Erjz(r) 
&I(&’ + 1) 1 J 
(2.19) 
for alljE Z and r= 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
Now observe that for two commuting indeterminates [, and c2, using 
Lemma 2.2 in [16], it follows from (2.14) and (2.15) that on Wj 
[Q,<C,>, P,(L)1 = + log 
(1 - EY:/r:)(l - c-*Y:Ir:) 
(1 - z;:/tl:>(l - s*‘-**l;:lr:) i 
(2.20) 
for m, 1 = 1, 2 ,..., n, since [Bi, Bj] = Bi+j,Oiz, and z acts as identity on Wi. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let V, be the standard Cy’-module with highest weight 
hf * and let [,, & be two commuting indeterminates. Then on Vi, for 
m, I = 1, 2 ,..., n, we have 
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G(m, I; Cl, C2) Z(*)(&) Z("(C,) + G(h m; C2, C,) Z"'(C2) Z(*)(L) 
f - (Em - l)-‘{(-l>i 6(-c’) + &‘)}, 
for m=l and m+l=n; 
&2*(&m - 1)-Z S(t;‘) + ;(&m + l)(P - 1)-‘{s(&2m~2>Z~2m~(52) 
+ 8(& - **p) Z(2m)(&m(2)}, 
for m=l and m+l<n; 
= { (Em - 1)-y&I - l)-‘[;(&m+l+ I)-‘{(&*~ + 1) 
x (&** - 1) s(&y’) Zcm+q2) 
+ (&2[ - l)(&*m + 1) 6(&-2mc2) zcm+‘y&“~*)} 
+ &**(&‘-* - 1) S(C’) Z(‘-y&-y*)], 
m#l, mcl and m+l<n; (2.21) 
where 
I for 
(1 + C’) 
)= (1-C’) 
with [* denoting [i/t;:. 
Proof: Let u E Vi. Using the Campell-Baker-Hausdorff formula [5] it 
follows from (2.17) and (2.20) that 
Z(“‘([,) Z”‘([,) . u 
mtl 
= 4(E” A)@ - 1) [i 
(1 - [2)( 1 - p- *my*) 
i 
‘/2 
(1 - &y’)(l - &-*y*) 
x {E i(m+o exp(--Pm(&)) ew(--P,(C,)) ew(Q,G)) w(QlK2)) 
+E- i(m+‘) exp(P,(L)) ew(p,(C,)) exd-Q,(L)) W-Ql(C2Nl 
+ (1 - &2’[2)(1 - &-*y*) I’* 
i (1 - [“)( 1 - &*‘-y*) i 
{E-~(‘-~) ev(-P,(L)) w(p,(t,)) 
x exp(Q,(<,)) exp(-Ql(C2)) + d(lern) exp(P,,G)) exP(-pk&)) 
x exd-Q,(L)) ewCQLi,Nl ] - u. 
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Hence 
{G(m, 1; <, , C;,) Z(*)(C,) Z(‘)(C,) + G(L w &, Cl) Z”‘(L) Zcm’G)I * 0 
= c[~{Ei(*+l) exp(--Pm(&)) ew(--PK2)) exp(Q,(CJ exp(Ql(C2)) 
SE- i(m + I) exp(P,(C,)) exp(P,(C,)) exp(-Q,(L)) ev(-Qm(i2)) I 
+ B{E- i(‘-m) exp(-P,(O) exp(f’,(t;,>) exp(Q,(CA) w(-QlK2N 
+ dcimm) exp(P,(i,)) exp(-Pi(C2)) ev(-Q,(Cd) exp(Q&NIl - ZJ 
where 
(2.22) 
,~~p+~(p~ l)-l(EJ- 1)-l 
A = \ (1 + F)(l - s21-2mr2) (1 + r-*)(1 - E2m-*‘rP2) 1 
I(1 -&*/c*)(l -,-2,,*> + (1 -&*“r-‘)(l -&P-2)\ 
and 
B= 
1 +c’ 
jT-p+ 
1 + c-* 
1 -c-2 
= 26(C2). 
Now ifm=l and m+l=n, then 
A = 26(-c*) and c = -a(&” - 1)~’ 
since E” = -1. Therefore, using Lemma 2.7 in [ 161 and simplifying, the 
right-hand side of (2.22) reduces to 
--(Em - I))‘{(-1)i S(-[‘) + S(<“)) v 
as desired. 
If m + I < n, then it follows from Corollary 2.14 in [ 161 that 
A = (E**+*l - 1))‘((&2’ + 1)(&2m - 1) 8(&Y*) 
+ (&2[ - l)(&*m + 1) B(&-2mr2)}. 
In addition if m = I, then, using Lemma 2.7 in [ 161 and simplifying, the 
right-hand side of (2.22) becomes 
= E*~(E~ - 1)-*[~B(~*~~*){.s*~* exp(--P,,([,)) exp(Q,,([,)) 
+ cZim expP2,(C2)) ew(-Q2,(C2Nl 
+ ~B(&-*m~2){&2im w(-J’2m@mt;2)> ew(Q2m(&m52N 
+ cZim ew(f’2m(&mC2)) exp(-Q2m(~mC2>>l 
+ W’>l * v 
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= [&*yEm - 1))’ S([‘) + f(&m + l)(Ern - l)-l(8(&*m<2) z(*m)(&) 
+ d(E-*y*) z”m’(&*~*))] * u 
as desired. The rest of the theorem can be proved in a similar way. 1 
The identities in (2.21) are called the generalized anticommutator iden- 
tities (or generalized anticommutation relations). Now, as in [ 161, define the 
length of the monomial Ziyl’ a.. Zj,“n’ to be n. Define the partial order <r on 
L” as 
(4 , 4 ,..., i,) GT (j, ,j, ,...,j,) 
if and only if z(i, , i, ,..., i,) GP r(ji , j, ,..., j,), whe <P denotes the product 
order and t is defined as 
z(il, iZ,..., i,) = (il + i, + -.a + i,, i, + i, + a.. + i, ,..., i,). 
The set ((ii, i, ,..., i,) 1 n > 0, ij E Z } has a monoid structure 
(il, i, ,..., in> 0 (j, ,.A ,...,j,) = (4 , i, ,..., in,jl ,...,j,) 
defined by juxtaposition. It is clear from the definition that if (i1, i, ,..., i,) <, 
(j, , j, ,..., j,) then the set 
{(kl,kz,...,k,)I (il,i2,..., in)~T(kl,kZ,...,k,)~T(jl,jZ,...,jn)J 
is finite and 
(i , ,..., 4) 0 (k, ,..., k,) G (j, ,...,j,) 0 (k ,..., k,) 
(k , ,..., km) 0 (i , ,..., i,,> Gr (k, ,..., k,) 0 (j, ,...,j,) 
for all (k,, k, ,..., k,) E Z”‘. Observe that (i,, i, ,..., i,) indexes the monomial 
z!ml)z(md . . . Zjmn). We will say that the monomial Z~“l’Zj~2’ ... Zj,“n’ is 
higher ?n the ordering than the monomial Zjfl)Zj:2) --. Z,!b\ if (jl,jz,...,jJ <r 
(il, i, ,..., i,). Also we will say that a finite sum of monomials 
c c. Z!ml’q2) . . . Zj,““’ E 0 *,1*. . .I” I, 
modulo monomials higher in the ordering or shorter in length if and only if 
= linear combination of monomials which are either shorter in 
length or higher in the ordering than the highest monomial 
occurring in the left-hand side, 
where Cili2. . . i are constants all but finitely many of which are zero 
(cf. [14]). ” 
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3. STRUCTURE OF THE LEVEL ONE STANDARD C!*)-MODULES 
Let Vi (i = 0, 1,2) denote the standard Ci”-module with highest weight 
hf * and 0(V,) denote the vacuum space of Vi. It can easily be checked (cf. 
116, Formula 1.11) that the principally spacialized characters of Vi are 
X(vJ=X(V*)=Fn (1-q8j-4)-1==F, (l+q”) 
j>l j> 1 
and 
*(v,) = F n (1 _ q”j-“)(I - q’j-‘)-’ = F n (1 + q‘+‘) 
j>l j>l 
where 
FE n (1 -q-)-I 
j>l 
so that (cf. Propositon 1.1) 
XMVJ) =xP(V*)) =n (1 + s”j> 
j>l 
(3.1) 
and 
x(J2( V,)) = 11 (1 -I- q4y. 
j>l 
(3.2) 
Let v E Vi. Then it follows from (2.18) and (2.19) that for j E 2 we have 
z!” . #y z 0 J , for allj odd 
z!*’ . u = 0, 
J for allj f 0 
z,). “=f(-l)‘v 
zp . u = (-l)‘&q) . V 
since E is a primitive fourth root of unity. In particular, for j E H, 
z’?’ 4J-2. u=-(-l)izg’_, * U 
2:;’ f u = (-1)’ z$ . fJ. 
Hence it follows from (3.4) that 
(3.4) 
z’?’ 4,-2’ u=o, for i = 0, 2 
z’?’ . u co 
45 for i= 1. 
(3.5) 
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From Theorem 2.6, for two commuting indeterminates cl and &, we have 
W”(C,) Z”‘(L) + Z”‘(L) Z”‘(L)} * v 
) Zj Zj( =-i& tJFz (1 + (-lYtJ) c, r; ( v. 
Hence comparing the coefficients of the monomials [i[; (r, s E Z) on both 
sides of (3.6) and using (3.3) and (3.5) we have, for any v E Vi (i = 0, 2) 
(ql’zy + zj”Z;“) .  v = ) ;ea’ts.ov~ 
5 
&he;;isymod 4, (3.7) 
and for any ZI E V, 
if r = 2(mod 4) 
otherwise. (3.8) 
Thus in any case the algebra BVi is an infinite-dimensional Clifford 
algebra. But for r, s E H, r > s, from Theorem 2.5 we get 
Z~‘)Z~” = Zj”Zi’) + monomials in the Zjl)‘s which are higher 
in the ordering or shorter in length. 
Since L!(V,.) = Z . vo, where v. is the highest weight vector of Vi, i = 0, 1, 2, 
the following theorem is now clear. 
THEOREM 3.1. The vacuum space O(Vi) of the standard C$l’-module Vi 
(i = 0, 1, 2) with highest weight vector v. has the basis 
{ZZ’ q . . . zy,’ . v, 1 r > 0, d, < d, < . se < d, < 0, dj E L ) 
with dj = O(mod 4), when i = 0,2 and dj = 2(mod 4), when i = 1. 
Now combining Theorem 3.1 with Proposition 1.1 we have obtained 
explicit constructions of all the level one standard Ck”-modules. 
4. STRUCTURE OF THE LEVEL ONE STANDARD C$')-MODULES AND 
THE ROGERS-RAMANUJAN IDENTITIES 
In this section let Vi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) denote the standard C$“-module with 
highest weight hl * and let Q( Vi) denote its vacuum space with respect to the 
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principal Heisenberg subalgebra t of C, . (l) The principally specialized 
characters of Vi are (cf. [ 16, Formula 1.11) 
~(v,)z~(v,)=F. n (1 -q2(5j-3))-‘(l -q*(5j-*))-1 
i>l 
and 
x(v,)=X(y2)=~. JJ (1 -q*(5j--4))--l(l -q*(5j-1))-1 
i>l 
where 
f’= n (1 -q2j-‘)-‘. 
j>l 
so that (cf. Proposition 1.1) 
~(.n(v,))=@qv,))= n (1 -q*(+Q-‘(l -q*(5j-*y 
j>l 
and 
&2(V,))=@qV*))= n (1 -q2@-4))-‘(1 -q*@-y 
j>l 
But the classical Rogers-Ramanujan identities (cf. [ 11) state that 
p-q 
*(5j-U--L(l _ q*(5j-*))--1 = x a(l) q*l 
120 
and 
,&p-q 
2(X--4))-I(1 _ q *(53-13)-l = 1 b(l) q2/ 
I>0 
where 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
a(Z) = number of partitions of 1 such that the difference between 
any two parts is greater than or equal to 2 and the smallest 
part is at least 2 
and 
b(Z) = number of partitions of 1 such that the difference between 
any two parts is greater than or equal to 2. 
Observe that a(O) = 1 = b(O), since the empty sequence forms the only 
partition of zero. Now as in Section 2, consider Vi c Wi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, where 
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Wi denotes the standard Ai” -module with highest weight hi*. It follows from 
(2.18) and (2.19) that on Wi (hence on Vi) we have 
Z!“’ = 0 
J 7 
for all j odd, and m = 1,2, 3 
zf) = (-q’p; zj3) = 0, for jz 0 (4.5) 
zj*) = (-1)i &j+ I/(& + 1) zji), for allj E Z 
where E is a primitive sixth root of unity. Furthermore, since Zj’) = 0, for all 
j odd, it follows from Theorem 2.5 that for r, s E Z, I > s, 
Z$:)Za’,’ = Z:i)Zi:) + monomials in the Zki”s which are 
higher in the ordering or shorter in 
length 
and also 
(4.6) 
f z:y zp+ * - z:y+ * zp = 0 (4.7) 
module monomials which are either higher in the ordering or shorter in 
length. It also follows from Theorem 2.6 that 
WC,, L) Z”‘(6-A Z(“(C,) + WC,, 62 Z”‘(L) Z”‘(C,) 
= E2(& - 1)-Z s([;/[:) + + (2) W2W) Z”‘(C2) 
where 
+ w*c:/~:) z(*kL)} (4.8) 
G(C, , C2) = G(L 1; [I 9 1;2> 
= (1 + r:/r:)(l + WC: + Wz-I”. 
For an indeterminate [, define the numbers 1 = b,, b, , b, ,... by 
(1 + [‘)/(l + C’ + C4)“2 = JTO bjczj* (4.9) 
Now using (4.5), (4.9) and comparing the coefficients of the monomials 
[f’[:“(r, s E 6) in (4.8) we get 
JFo bj(Zik’2jZi’,‘+ 2j + Z!:‘2jZ!tk’+ 2j) (4.10) 
= E2(& - I)-* 6,+,,, + 4(-l)’ &2rfZS+l(&2r + &2”)/(& - 1) z:;;,,. 
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It is clear from (4.10) that on Vi we have 
z”‘Z$ E 0 
2r (4.11) 
and 
‘zz::)z:y+, + zp+,z;:) = 0 (4.12) 
since det( $ ;’ ) # 0, it follows from (4.7) and (4.12) that 
z$‘z” 
2ri2 = 0 and zp+ 2 z;y 5 0 (4.13) 
modulo monomials in the Z$;“s which are either higher in the ordering or 
shorter in length. 
Let Vi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, be generated by the highest weight vector uO. It can 
easily be seen from (2.17) (also from (1.4), (2.3) and (2.6)) that 
Zb” . v, = f&(&i + E-q/(& - 1). (4.14) 
Setting r = 1, s = -1 and using (4.14), it follows from (4.10) that 
Z$“Z”; . v. = ;e’(c - 1)p2{8 - (E’ + s&)’ - 2(-l)i(~i + e-j)) uO. 
(4.15) 
Since E is a primitive sixth root of unity it follows from (4.15) that 
z”‘z”’ 
2 -z.u(J=o, for i = 0, 3 
Z$“Z”\ . v. # 0, for i-1,2. 
(4.16) 
But, by (4.9, 
z’l)z(I)z(I) 
1 I -2. v,=o. (4.17) 
Since a( Vi) is %,;irreducible ([ 12, Proposition 81) it follows from (4.16) 
and (4.17) that 
z(l) -z*vg=o, for i=O, 3. 
Now using (4.6), (4.1 l), (4.13) and an induction argument similar to the one 
in ([ 16, Theorem 3. I]) the following theorem is clear. 
THEOREM 4.1. The vacuum space LI(V,) of the level one standard Ci”- 
module Vi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, with highest weight vector v,, is spanned by 
9 = {z:ylz:;; * * * z:a, ’ vo} 
where d, < d, < a.. < d, < 0, r > 0, di+ , - di > 2. Furthermore, for i = 0,3, 
we have d, < -1. 
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Next we want to prove that the spanning set A? in Theorem 4.1 is actually 
a basis for the vacuum space sZ( Vi), i = 0, 1,2, 3. 
Let Qi, i = 0, 1, 2,3, denote the vacuum space of Wi 
52,= (VE wilt+ * u=O} 
with respect to the principal Heisenberg subalgebra t of Ci”, so that (cf. 
Proposition 1.1) 
Jdnf> = XC wi>/F (4.18) 
FE n (1 -q*j-‘)-I. 
i>l 
But, (cf. [ 16, Formula 1.11) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 
x(wi)= n (1 -qy. j>O 
jfO(mod 6) 
Hence 
x(.n,) = n (1 -q2y 
j>O 
j&O(mod 3) 
for i = 0, 1,2, 3. It is known (cf. [ 11) that 
n (1 -qy = 2 c(z)q*' 
j>O /SO 
jfO(mod 3) 
where 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
c(Z) = number of partitions of 1 in which each part appears at 
most twice. 
Now, on Wi, i = 0, 1,2, 3, define the operators 
Zcm3’)(0 = (,1:‘““,) ) ev(--P,(C)) ev(Q,(C)) (4.22) 
and 
Z(m32)(0 = ( $~~~‘~) ) ew(P,(C)) exp(-Q,(C)) (4.23) 
for m = 1,2, 3, where P,(c) and Q,(r) are given by (2.14) and (2.15), [ is an 
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indeterminate and E is a primitive sixth root of unity. Then it follows from 
(2.17) that 
.Pyg = Z(mJy() + Z(m*2y(). (4.24) 
Moreover, 
.(2J’(() = (-1)’ &/(& + 1) Z(‘J)(&[) 
Z’2T2’(() = (-l)i &/(& + 1) Z”J’(&[) 
z’yg = (-1)‘/4, for 24 = 1, 2. 
(4.25) 
For m = 1, 2, 3, and u = 1, 2, let 
zcm,u)(~) = x cjz,;m.U) (4.26) 
.ie Z 
where Z!m3”’ is the homogeneous component of degree j. Then it follows 
from (4!22)-(4.25) that on Wi, i=O, 1,2,3, we have for each je Z, 
m = 1, 2, 3, and u = 1,2, 
z(m) = z(m31) + z!m,2) 
Z!:.l) = (:I)’ ej+l;(c i 1jz;1,2), 
J 
z,j2q2) = (-l)i Ej+l/(F + 1) z,;l.l), 
zh3*u) = (-1)‘/4; ,, ZC.3.U’ = 0 ) j+ 0, 
Z!“‘“’ = 0 
.I 7 for all j odd. 
(4.27) 
Let J * denote the subalgebra of End( Wi) generated by 
{Zjmqu) / jE Z, m = 1, 2,3; u = 1, 2). 
Since [B,, P,(c)] = 0 = [B,., Q,(l;)] (r odd, m = 1, 2, 3), it follows that the 
algebra -S’* centralizes the action of the principal Heisenberg subalgebra t 
on Wi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3. In particular P * preserves the vacuum space ai. Also 
observe that 2 * along with t acts irreducibly on Wi. Hence 2 * acts 
irreducibly on Qi. Therefore, by (4.27) we have, for i = 0, 1,2, 3, 
Qi = span(Zj:~“J . . . Zji,*J . u0 [ n > 0, j, E 2L and u, = 1,2} (4.28) 
where v,, is a highest weight vector of Wi ([ 12, Proposition 81). 
For convenience, in the rest of this section we will denote the operators 
Z(‘)(C), Zj”, Z”*“‘([) and ZjlVU), u = 1,2, by Z(c), Zj, Z’(C) and Zy, respec- 
tively. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 4,) C& be two commuting indeterminates. Then on 
the module Wi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, we have 
(a> WC, y t;,) Z’(L) Z’(C,) - ff(C2, L) Z’(C,) Z’(L) = 0, 
(b) G(C,, 4-A Z’(C,)Z’G> + GG, 4-J Z’(h) Z’(b) = W)(E/(E- 1)) 
(-1)i{z2(cC2) Cjeh (ECl/C2)2j + Z2(E2C2) 2IiIjeH (Cl/(EC2))2jlY 
Cc> G(~,,~,)Z1(~,)Z2(~2)+G(~z,~~)Z2(~2)Z’(~~) = (1/%*(~--1)~~ 
Xjea (Cl lL>*j, where 
WC,, i,) = (1 + G/G + ~m”/u - t;:/i:> 
and 
Proof: Let v E Wi. Using the Campell-Baker-Hausdorff formula [5] it 
follows from (2.20), (4.22), (4.23) and (4.25) that 
Z’(&) Z’([,) * v = $ &*(i+ 1) (E - 1)-‘{(l - F)/(l + <* + r4)l’*} 
X exp(-P,(M) ev(-W2N 
x exp(Q,G)) exp(Q,(C2N . u (4.29) 
and 
Z’((,)Z’([,) * ,=a&*(&- I)-*{(1 +<‘+r4)“*/(1 -[‘)} 
x ewWl(Cd ew(pI(C2N 
x exp(Q,(LN w-QdC2)) . u (4.30) 
where [ denotes (I;,/[,). H ence (a) is clear. To prove (b) and (c), using 
Corollary 2.14 in [ 161 it follows from (4.29) and (4.30) that 
[W,, C2P1G)Z%2) + G(C,, W%,P’(L)l . v 
= f&2(if’)(& - 1)--2{8(&*~*) + B(&-*[*)} 
x exp(-p,(L)) ew(-4(C2N 
x ev(Q&)) exp(Q,(C,)) . v 
and 
[G(C,, C2) Z’(L) Z’(C,) + W,, 6-J Z*(C,) Z’(c;,)1 . v 
= 5 C*(E - l)-' 4') ew(--P,(L)) exp(P,(C,)) 
x ev(Q,W) exp(-Ql(C2)) . v. 
(4.3 1) 
(4.32) 
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Now, using Lemma 2.7(a) in [ 161, and simplifying, (b) and (c) follow from 
(4.31) and (4.32), respectively. I 
For an indeterminate c, let the numbers 1 = c,, c, , cz ,... be defined by 
(1 + c’ + [4)“2/( 1 - (2) = z CjC2’. (4.33) 
jE7 
Now equating coefficients of all the monomials 4’:‘l;:” (r, s E Z) and noting 
that Zy = 0, j odd, Proposition 4.2 can be reformulated as: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For all r, s E L, on the module Wi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, we 
have 
(4 Cj>O 'jCZir-2jZis+2j - Zis-2jZir+*j) = O, 
(b) c,i>o b,i(Z:r-2jZ:s+2j+Z:p-2,iZ:r+2,~) = ~(-l)i~2rt2st’(~2r~~2s)/ 
(6 - 1) Gr+Zsl 
Cc) Cj>O bj(Zir-2,jZis+2,j + z:s-2jzir+2.j> = ;E2(E- l)Y2 dr+s.Ol 
where the numbers 1 = cO, c,, c, ,... are given by (4.33), and the numbers 
1 = b,, b,, b, ,... are given by (4.9). 
Let v E Wi. From Proposition 4.3(a) it follows that for all r, s E L, r > s, 
we have 
GAS . u = (linear combination of monomials of the type 
Zii,Ziiz with i, < r and i, + i, = r + s) . v. (4.34) 
Also observe that the identities in Proposition 4.3 involve formal sums of 
endomorphisms of Wi. But since the grading of Wi is truncated from above 
these formal sums are well-defined endomorphisms of Wi. Hence we can 
compose the identities in Proposition 4.3. Thus it follows from 
Proposition 4.3(b) and (c) that for s E Z, we have 
Zi, . v = (linear combination of monomials in theZ$‘s) . v (4.35) 
and for 0 # s E Z we have 
z:,z:,z:s * u = (linear combination of monomials of the 
type Zij, Z:j,Zij, withj, ,j, and j, not all equal) . U. (4.36) 
The following theorem, which is analogous to Theorem 3.4 in [ 161, now 
follows in a similar way from (4.20), (4.21), (4.28), (4.34), (4.35) and 
(4.36). 
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THEOREM 4.4. The vacuum space Qi, i = 0, 1,2,3, of Wi with highest 
weight vector v,, has the basis 
{z:i,z;i2 * * * Zii, * v. ] 
where i, < i, < . . - ~i,(O,r~O,andi,_,(i,. 
Now the next theorem follows from Theorem 4.1, Proposition 4.3 and 
Theorem 4.4 in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [ 161. 
THEOREM 4.5. The set 9 in Theorem 4.1 is a basis for the vacuum 
space l2( Vi), i = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
Now combining Theorem 4.5 with Proposition 1.1 we have obtained 
explicit constructions of all the level one standard C\“-modules. 
Furthermore, we now also have a new Lie algebraic proof of the classical 
Rogers-Ramanujan identities using the standard C$“-modules of level one. 
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